C4d DNA sequences of two infrequent human allotypes (C4A13 and C4B12) and the presence of signal sequences enhancing recombination.
The DNA sequences of the polymorphic region (C4d) that belong to the infrequent complement C4 allotypes C4A13 and C4B12 have been obtained. In addition, C4A4 and C4B2 C4d sequences have been completed. C4A13 shows a new combination of amino acids at the following polymorphic positions: Asp1054, Pro1101 Cys1102, Leu1105, Asp1106, Asn1157, Ala1188, and Arg1191. These amino acids conform to the antigenic determinants Chido 1 and Rodgers 3; thus C4A13 is the only allele described thus far that carries both Ags. C4A13 and C4A4 carry the motif "ggctc*" (* means "deletion") at positions 14 to 19 in their intron 28; this motif had previously been reported only in C4B alleles. The C4B12 nucleotide sequence is analogous to C4B1b and C4B3 sequences, except for codon 1076, which is GCC in C4B1b and C4B3 and GGA in C4B12, which is coding for glycine in both cases. A recombination model for the generation of C4 alleles is formulated based on the analysis of these new sequences. One recombination would take place between positions 1157 and 1186 and would give rise to C4A13 and C4B5 or C4A3 (or C4A6) and C4B2; another one would occur between positions 1054 and 1076 and would generate C4A3 (or C4A6) and C4B12 or C4A2 and C4Bnew. Analysis of 1157 to 1186 and 1054 to 1076 fragments reveals the presence of putative sequence signals for recombination (similar to Escherichia coli chi recombination signal); the accumulation of such signals in fragments 1054 to 1076 supports the notion that a recombination hot spot for the C4 gene may exist and it also enhances new allele generation and intraspecies C4 gene homogenization.